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Abstract
The extraction of easily interpretable knowledge from the
large amount of data measured in experiments is well desirable. This paper proposes a method to achieve this. A fuzzy
rule system isjirst generated and optimized using evolution
strategies. This fuzzy system is then converted to an RBF
neural network to reJine the obtained knowledge. In order
to extract understandable fuzzy rules from the trained RBF
network, a neural network regularization technique called
adaptive weight sharing is developed. Simulation results on
the Mackey-Glass system show that the proposed approach
to knowledge extraction is effective and practical.

1. Introduction
Artificial neural networks and fuzzy systems are two of
the main modeling tools in soft computing. The key feature of neural networks is their learning capability, whereas
in the case of fuzzy systems it is the comprehensible representation of knowledge. The nature of this representation
allows prior expert knowledge to be incorporated into fuzzy
systems. Thus, fuzzy systems are prefered if it is necessary that the knowledge is represented in an intelligible way.
However, the adaptation ability of conventional fuzzy systems is often weak. To solve this problem, neural and evolutionary fuzzy systems [2,5] have been proposed. Although
such hybrid fuzzy systems have exhibited remarkable learning abilities, they usually lose their interpretability, which is
the most essential feature of fuzzy systems.
Interpretability of a fuzzy system usually involves the
following aspects. Firstly, the fuzzy partitioning for each
input variable of the fuzzy system should be complete and
different fuzzy subsets in a fuzzy partitioning should be
well distinguishable. One direct method to achieve this is
to limit the range of the parameters of membership functions during learning [8]. This can be achieved more flexibly with the help of a fuzzy similarity measure [4]. Sec-
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ondly, the number of fuzzy subsets in a fuzzy partitioning
should be limited and each fuzzy subset should have one
unique membership function, to which a proper physical
meaning can be assigned. Thirdly, fuzzy rules in the rule
base should be consistent. Traditionally, this means that
fuzzy rules with the same premise should have the same
consequent [ 11, 31. This has been extended in [4], where
we have argued that rules with similar premises should have
similar consequents. Finally, the number of rules in a fuzzy
system should be as small as possible.
This paper aims at extracting interpretable fuzzy rules
from data. A fuzzy system is first generated by virtue of
evolution strategies. Then we convert the fuzzy system to
an RBF neural network for further training to refine the
aquired knowledge. After this learning stage, the RBF neural network can not be directly converted back to a clearly
interpretable fuzzy system [ 121 because there may be numerous fuzzy subsets in a fuzzy partitioning which are hard
to distinguish and hard to assign proper linguistic values to.
To solve this problem, a network regularization algorithm
called adaptive weight sharing is developed to train the RBF
neural network further so that some of the basis functions as
well as the output weights in the RBF network share certain
values. As a result, a well interpretable fuzzy system can
again be obtained. This method has proved to be successful
by simulation studies on the Mackey-Glass time series.

2. Fuzzy System Generation and Optimization
Using Evolution Strategies (ES)
In recent years, data based fuzzy rule generation and optimization have become popular. Several methods based on
genetic algorithms or evolution strategies have been proposed. However, problems such as completeness and consistency of the fuzzy rule systems may occur. To deal with
these problems, completeness and consistency indices have
been proposed and incorporated into the cost function of the
evolutionary algorithm [4]. The following subsections de-

scribe how complete and consistent fuzzy systems can be
generated.

Ri : If x1 is Ail(xl) and 1x32 is A4x2) and . . . and X~ is
L-&b-J, then y is Bi(y)
RI, : If x1 is Akl(xl) and x2 is A~422) and . . . and xn is

2.1. Comple t eness conditions

Akn(xn), then y is Bk(y)

Suppose an input variable of a fuzzy system x is partitioned into M fuzzy subsets represented by Al (x), A2 (x),
. . . . AM (x) on the universe of discourse U, then the partitioning is complete if the following condition holds:
Ii xEU 3 1<i<M A(
a Ix: )

> o

(2)

where S(Ai, Ai+l) is called the fuzzy similarity measure
between the two fuzzy subsets Ai and Ai+l, 61 and 62 are
two thresholds of the fuzzy similarity measure, where 61
should be greater than zero to keep the fuzzy partitioning
complete and 62 should be sufficiently smaller than 1 to ensure good distinguishability. The fuzzy similarity measure
is defined by:
M(Ai nf%+1)
q&&+1) =
M(A) + M&+1) - M(A n &+I)

(3)
where M( .) is called the size of the fuzzy set. If fuzzy set
A(x) has a Gaussian membership function with center p
and width (or variance) 0, then M (A(x)) can be calculated
as:

M(A(x)) = lrexp (-‘” ~~‘2) dx

SRP(i, k) = r\j”=,S(A,j, Akj)

(5)

SRC(i, k) = S(Bi,Bk)

(6)

(1)

In the optimization of fuzzy systems based on evolutionary algorithms or neural networks, it is often the case
that either the fuzzy partitionings are incomplete or different
fuzzy subsets in a fuzzy partitioning lack good distinguishability. To avoid this, we require that every two neighbouring
fuzzy sets should satisfy the following constraints:
61 <
- 62
- S(Ai,&+1) <

Then SRP and SRC between rule i and rule k are defined in
terms of the fuzzy similarity measure as follows:

(4)

It is noticed that if S(Ai, Ai+l) equals 1, the two fuzzy sets
overlap completely, i.e. Ai and Ai_tl are equal. On the
other hand, they do not overlap if S(Ai, Ai+l) = 0.

2.2. Consistency of fuzzy systems
Another important issue in data based fuzzy system generation is the consistency among the fuzzy rules and the
consistency with the prior knowledge. It is easy to imagine
that two fuzzy rules are inconsistent if they have the same
if-part but different then-parts. However, we argue that two
fuzzy rules may also be inconsistent even if their if-parts are
different. To evaluate the consistency of two arbitrary fuzzy
rules, definitions of Similarity of Rule Premise (SRP) and
Similarity of Rule Consequent (SRC) are given. Consider
the following two fuzzy rules:
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where n is the total number of the input variables. The consistency between rule R(i) and R(k) can now be defined
as:

Cons(R(i), R(k)) = e x p

-

2
SRW,W _
( SRC(i,k) 10)

(7)

l

I

Thus, an in consistency ind.ex of the fuzzy system can be
given by:

- Con@(i), R(k))]

f Incons
i=l

(8)

l<k<N
k#;

where N is the total number of rules. It is also feasible to
evaluate the inconsistency between the fuzzy system and the
prior knowledge expressed in fuzzy rules using this index.
Some remarks are to be made on the completeness and
consistency conditions. Since they impose additional restrictions in generating fuzzy systems, they could be treated
as a means of regularization. They play an important role
if the training data are insufficient [4], irregular or noisy.
On the other hand, they do not influence the rule evaluation significantly if the training data are sufficient, equally
distributed and pure. In addition, the consistency condition
makes it possible to avail of prior knowledge in terms of
negative examples in fuzzy rule generation.

2.3. ES based fuzzy rule generation and optimization
We use a hybrid evolution strategy which is able to deal
with optimization problems with both real and integer parameters [1] to generate and optimize an initial fuzzy rule
system. The quality of the fuzzy system can be evaluated
by the following cost function:
f = fE + <

l

fincons + fIncomp

(9)

where, f~ denotes the conventional error term, fIncons is
defined as in equation (8) and fIn,-omp is a penalty term depending on whether the completeness condition in equation
(2) is satisfied. If the condition is satisfied, frncomp = 0;

Otherwise, fIncomp is so large that the corresponding individual can no longer survive.
The coding of the rule structure is as follows. Suppose
there are n input variables and each input xi (i = 1,2, . . . , n)
has at most Mi subsets, then the rule base has at most
Mn fuzzy rules. Therefore, the
N = Ml x M2 x
rule structure can be encoded by the following integer matrix:
l

r

1

l

a12

a11
a21

a22

aN1

aN2

l
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aln

b1 1

.........................
l

*

l

aNn

l

bN

Nx (n+l)

, Mn+l},
where aji
1,2,
) Mi} and bj E {1,2,
where Mn+l is the largest number of fuzzy subsets for the
output. The integers 1,2, , Mi and 1,2, 9 , Mn+l represent the corresponding fuzzy subsets of the inputs and the
output respectively. Notice that aji may also equal zero,
which implies that the i-th input does not appear in the jth rule. If all the inputs do not appear, this rule is deleted
automatically. Since we try to optimize the rule parameters
as well as the rule structure, all the parameters of the membership functions will also be encoded. In this way, both
the rule parameters and the rule structure will be evolved
according to equation (9) by the evolution strategies and an
initial fuzzy rule system will be generated.
E
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3. Conversion of the Fuzzy System to an RBF
Network
The significance of converting fuzzy systems to neural
networks lies in two aspects. On the one hand, a fuzzy system can be refined taking advantage of the learning ability
of neural networks. On the other hand, the structure of a
neural network can be determined and prior knowledge can
be incorporated into the network with the help of a fuzzy
system. Moreover, we hope a trained RBF neural network
can again be converted back to a fuzzy system. Although
Jang and Sun [2] have proposed some restrictions for the
equivalence between RBF neural networks and fuzzy systems, we think it is meaningful to look at this problem
closer. We conclude that an interpretable fuzzy system and
an RBF neural network are equivalent if the following conditions hold:
1. Both the fuzzy system and the neural network have
Gaussian basis functionS.
2. The number of fuzzy rules is equal to the number of
receptive field units ( or hidden nodes) in the RBF network.
3. The fuzzy system is either a zero-order Takagi-Sugeno
model or a Mamdani model. If a Mamdani model is
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used, the corresponding defuzzification method should
be the simplified weighted average [4]. In both cases,
the product T-norm should be used.
The output of the RBF neural network should be normalized [ 91.
The receptive field units in the RBF network are allowed to have different variances.
Centers and variances from different receptive field
units but for the same input variable should share certain values, which could construct a complete and well
distinguishable fuzzy partitioning. If Mamdani fuzzy
rules are expected, some of the output weights should
also share.
In this paper, “weights” refer to both the parameters of
the basis functions and the output weights. We think condition 4 is important in that it enables the Mamdani fuzzy
systems as well as Sugeno fuzzy systems to be converted
to an RBF neural network. Condition 5 avoids a dilemma,
where either all of the membership functions of the fuzzy
system are forced to have the same variance, or each membership function can be used only once. In the former case,
the flexibility of the fuzzy system will be seriously harmed,
while in the later case, the number of fuzzy subsets equal
the number of fuzzy rules, which will obviously damage the
interpretability of the fuzzy system, because the rule number is usually large. Finally, the weight sharing condition
is necessary if a fuzzy system extracted from an RBF neural network is expected to be interpretable. That is to say,
the effective number of parameters in an interpretable fuzzy
system is smaller than the effective number of the parameters in its mathematically equivalent RBF network.
In this section, we convert the fuzzy system generated
by evolution strategies to an RBF network for further training using the learning algorithm of the neural network. The
final input-output relationship of the fuzzy system with n
inputs and one output is expressed as follows:
Czl
y=

[WjIIzl

exp( - (xi ifi’
. .j2 )]

C,“=, nzl exp(- (xi-$)2 >

(11)

ij

where N is the number of fuzzy rules (the number of hidden
nodes of the RBF network), mj is the number of premises
in the j-th rule (the dimension of the basis function of the
j-th hidden node of the RBF network), pij and aij are parameters of the membership functions (the parameters of the
basis functions), and wj is the consequent parameter of the
j-th fuzzy rule (the weight between the j-th hidden node
and the output node).
As stated in restriction 6, for an RBF network that is
equivalent to a well interpretable fuzzy system, some of its

2. If D(AP, Aij+l) < di, set Aij+l to Uik;

weights should share. However, this constraint is temporarily lifted at this training stage to guarantee that a good solution can be found. Consequently, a conventional learning
algorithm based on the gradient method can be directly applied. The algorithm is easy to derive and therefore will not
be expounded here.
In addition to parameter adaptation, premises whose
membership function is very flat will be set to ‘don’t care’
and rules with a very low activation strength will be deleted.
This is effective in simplifying the fuzzy system.

else k = k + 1, set Aij+l to U& let A% = Aij+l.
3. j = j + 1, if j 5 lU, go to step 2, else stop.
All the basis functions assigned to the same set &k
should share a mutual center and a mutual width value. We
find in practice that if we simply select the average center
and the average width of a set as the values to be shared,
the performance of the extracted fuzzy system will not be
satisfactory. Therefore, an adaptive weight sharing regularization technique is proposed in the next subsection.

4. Extraction of Fuzzy Rules by Regularization

4.2. Adaptive weight sharing

Since all the parameters have been adapted using the
conventional learning algorithm, no weights in the RBF
neural network necessarily share the same value when the
learning process ends. In this case, the RBF neural network can no longer be converted back to a well interpretable
fuzzy system. To extract meaningful fuzzy rules from the
trained neural network, we introduce here a novel weight
sharing regularization technique. This technique enables
the output weights and the parameters of the basis functions of the RBF network to share some certain values so
that each fuzzy partitioning has a proper number of fuzzy
subsets with well distinguishable membership functions.

Reduction of the effective number of parameters in artificial neural networks is believed to be an efficient way
to improve their generalization ability. This has resulted in
several network regularization techniques, one of which is
called weight sharing [7]. The basic idea of weight sharing
is to let a single weight be shared among many connections
so that the number of adjustable weights in the neural network is limited. If it is not known in advance which weights
should share, soft weight sharing [lo] can be used.
To extract interpretable fuzzy rules from the trained RBF
neural network, an adaptive weight sharing method is proposed here. We do not constrain the shared weights to have
the same value, instead, we realize weight sharing by regularizing the RBF neural network, i.e. by adding an extra
term to the conventional cost function. Thus, the whole cost
function can be defined by:

4.1. Determination of shared weights
First, it is necessary to find out which weights should
share. To this end, we need some tools to measure the similarity of different weights. Euclidean distance, Minkowsky
metric and Tanimoto similarity are some available measures. For the sake of simplicity, we use here the Euclidean
distance. For any two vectors VI = (VII, 2~12, . . . . ~1~) and
vz,), their Euclidean distance is exv2 = (U2M22,
pressed as follows:

J=E+X=Q

where E is the usual quadratic error function, X is the regularization coefficient (X < 1) and fi is a penalty term for
weight sharing expressed in the following form:

l **7

s2
D(Vl, V2) =

&.k - v2kj2

(13)

=

:(xX

(12)

*

k

>:

(pij

-pik)2

A;jEU;k

k=l
+cx

In our work, there are two different cases. For the basis
functions, each vector has two elements, namely the center
and width of the Gaussian functions. For the output weight,
there is only one element. We take the basis functions as
an example, and if we assume that input xi has A4 different
basis functions Aij (j = 1,2, . .., 111) with center pij and
width 0i.j) then specification of shared weights proceeds as
follows:

i

(aij

-aik)2)

(14)

where fi,& and a& are the center and width values to be
shared for the weights in set &k. The average center and
width of each set &k will be set to their initial values. If
Mamdani fuzzy rules are to be extracted, the output weights
wj should also be regularized. In this case, a similar clustering process on the wj’s will be carried out and an extra term
should be added to Q. All the parameters, including the
shared weights j&k and &j$, will be adjusted by applying
the gradient method on the cost function in equation (13):

1. Arrange the basis functions Aij in an increasing order
according to their center values. Set Aij to &k, where
& is a set of weights whose Euclidean distances are
within a prescribed threshold of di; let j, k = 1, A: =
A
ij

x

k AijEuik

dE
IA;jEU,k= ap
ij
aP ij
aJ

l
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+ ‘
%j - pik)

(1%

I
I
6J
d a ik

----A

(

Oij

-

&k)

(18)

Aij EUik

5. Simulation Studies
In this section, simulation studies on a prediction problem of the Mackey-Glass time series are carried out to show
the feasibility of the proposed method. The Mackey-Glass
time series is described by:
k=

ax(t .- 7)
- cx(t)
1 + xb(t - 7)

(19

where 7 = 30, a = 0.2, b = 10, and c = 0.1. One thousand
data points are used in the simulation, 500 points for training and the other 500 points for test. Our task is to predict
x(t) using x(t - l), x(t - 2) and x(t - 3). That is to say,
the fuzzy system has three inputs and one output. Each input variable is primarily partitioned into 3 fuzzy subsets and
the output is partitioned into 4 fuzzy subsets. Therefore, if
the fuzzy system takes the standard rule structure, there will
be 27 fuzzy rules in total. By using the fuzzy rule generation method with both parameter and structure optimization
introduced in section 2, 13 fuzzy rules are generated, which
are provided in Table I, where a ‘*’ denotes ‘don’t care’. It
should be pointed out that, according to the consistency definition given in equation (7), a more specified rule will not
be considered inconsistent with a more general rule even if
their consequents are different (refer to the third and fourth
rules in Table I). The mean absolute errors for training and
test are both about 0.027.
In order to refine the knowledge obtained by the ES generated fuzzy system, an RBF neural network is constructed
according to the fuzzy system. The RBF network is further trained using the 500 training data for 5000 iterations.
During training, all the rules whose average activation level
is less than 0.01 are deleted. Thus, 6 fuzzy rules remain,
which are provided in Table II. The mean absolute errors
for training and test are now reduced to about 0.008. From
Table II, we notice that for x(t - 2), x(t - 1) and x(t), no
weights share and the distinguishability of different weight
values is not good. In other words, the RBF network can
not be directly converted back to a fuzzy system that can
clearly be interpreted.
The specification process introduced in section 4.1 is applied to the rules in Table II. As a result, x(t - 3) has one
group, x(t - 2) and x(t) have two groups and x(t - 1) has
three groups. Using the adaptive weight sharing algorithm

Table 1. The ES Generated Fuzzy System
If
Then
x(
t-2)
e-3 I
1 xu-1)
(O.OlJ.35)
(1.2 1,0.66)
1.50
(0.07:0.21) (0.02,0.34)
0.00
*
(0.07,0.21)
(0.34To.69)
0.00
(0.07,0.21)
0.30
(0.07,0.21) (O.OLl.35)
0.95
*
(0.34To.69)
0.00
(0.0&.35)
(0.34,0.69)
0.00
(0.07TO.21)
(O.OlJ.35)
(1.26,3.60)
0.00
*
(0.02,0.34)
0.00
(1.2110.66)
1.50
(0.13T3.97)
(0.01~1.35)
1.50
(0.25,1.80)
(0.34yO.69)
0.00
(0.13T3.97)
(0.02,0.34)
(1.26,3.60) 1 0.00

I

1*

/I

Table 2. The Fuzzy System After Learning
If
x(t-2)
x(t-3)
*
(0.02,0.84)
*
*
(0.16yl.46)
(0.02T3.94)
*

(0.00~0.38)
(0.4OJ.89)

suggested in the last section, six fuzzy rules are obtained
(see Table III), two of which are the same. The mean absolute errors for training and test are both about 0.016.
According to the distribution of the membership functions, a proper linguistic value can be assigned to each fuzzy
subset of the inputs (refer to Figure 1, Figure 2 and Figure
3). For example, for x(t - 2), “SMALL” can be assigned
to its membership function (0.01,0.7) and “quite SMALL”
can be assigned to the membership function (0.29,1.68). In
this way, the following knowledge concerning the MackeyGlass time series in terms of well understandable fuzzy
rules can be extracted.
a If x(t - 2) is SMALL and x(t - 1) is BIG, then x(t) is
BIG.
l

If x(t - 1) is quite SMALL, then x(t) is SMALL.

a If x(t - 2) is quite SMALL and x(t - 1) is S M A L L ,
then x(t) is SMALL.
l
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If x(t - 1) is BIG, then x(t) is BIG.

Table 3. The Extracted Fuzzy System
If
Then
x(t-3)
x( t-2)
x(t- 1)
x(0
(0.01,0.70)
(1.39,0.63)
1.43
(0.35,0.65)
0.00
(0.29yl.68) (0.25,0.22)
0.00
(1.39,0.63)
1.43
(0.01~0.70)
1.43
(0.25yO.22)
(0.29,1.68)
0.00

0
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0.6

0.6

1
x(t-1)

1.2

1.4

1.6

Figure 3. Membership functions for

1.8

x(t

2

- 1).

rule refinement based on RBF neural networks and rule extraction using an adaptive weight sharing algorithm have
been presented. .A simple rule extraction study on the
Mackey-Glass time series has shown the feasibility of the
proposed approach.
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If x(t - 3) is SMALL and x(t - 2) is SMALL, then x(t)
is BIG.

It is interesting to notice that the extracted fuzzy rules
mainly cover the extreme points of the series. This coincides with the analytical results drawn from some function
approximation problems in [6].

6. Conclusion
An approach to rule-based knowledge extraction is described in this paper. Methods for generating complete and
consistent fuzzy systems using evolution strategies, fuzzy
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